
I SHOPPING TECH

The latest articles about shopping-tech from Mashable, the media and tech company.

Going further, we can mention smart objects, such as fridges that are able to monitor the products inside and
automatically order the items that are about to run out. Especially today, when consumer behavior is driven by
technology changes and based on increased expectations of convenience. Speakers discussed the impact of
new technology and explored the future of bricks-and-mortar retailers and the merging of physical and digital
experiences. Image credit: Majed AlSaeed - YouTube Although it's still in early stages, high-tech shopping is
already starting to solve some of shoppers' biggest problems: I can't find a pair of jeans that fit. Based in an
underground car park in central Tel Aviv, his pilot scheme involves hundreds of robots picking and packing
orders in "property costing 20 per cent of a retail lease, delivering four times the sales, for a quarter of the
labour costs," he told the room. Most of the developments give people freedom of choice when deciding how
and when to make their purchases. By offering such options, these brands and many others remove the
possible element of buyers' remorse that could make people decide not to do business with certain brands
again. If you need a different size, add a new size to your list on the app. Now tons of people do a bulk of their
shopping, if not all of it, from the comfort of their own home, clicking away at what they like and sending
back what doesn't fit. Once you've navigated your way through the store and tracked down all the jeans you
want to try on, tap Try On in the app and head toward the fitting room. These models can be used to show how
clothing would actually fit on customers and reduce the product timeline for brands. The e-commerce industry
could grow faster, especially with companies like Amazon accelerating the adoption of 3D body modeling.
Allowing People to Enjoy Better Customer Service Source: Rawpixel The most impressive tech-enhanced
shopping experience still falls short if it doesn't provide better service for customers than what was possible
before the technology existed. I was shocked by how close of a match the product was to my skin tone. Letting
People Shop From Home in New Ways Source: Rawpixel Shopping from home is not a new trend, and before
people frequently used the internet to do it, they watched home shopping channels and heard sales pitches
from the engaging hosts. Reducing the Need for On-Site Employees Source: Rawpixel Even though the
information above showed how people tend to like when they get product recommendations, that doesn't mean
they necessarily appreciate interactions with salespeople. Instead, download the Hointer app and scan the QR
code on the jeans you like. Often, they can see how many pieces of merchandise are in stock, and sometimes
even reserve the items online to avoid wasting time. Some e-commerce retailers also use data-driven
personalization platforms that can be integrated within their online stores to provide size guides for website
visitors. Me-Ality lets you sort by brand, price and fit. Many brands provide size charts to help consumers find
the right size clothing, although not every customer might take the time to measure themselves before ordering
online. In one such example a 3D scanner helps you find the perfect pair of jeans. This can help companies to
better communicate with their clients, saving time for both of them. WIth AI, companies can have a better use
of data than ever before, so, when used properly, this can help them improve the purchasing experience.
Technology also impacts spending habits and changes the way customers make their shopping decisions.
According to a Forrester report, 58 percent of the U. Too many passwords leads to chaos, she added. As
physical stores embrace different kinds of technology, customers often struggle to find a simple, swift
payment option. I'm on the short side, yet the jeans weren't too long, and they hugged my body in the right
ways without feeling too tight. But, some people may start the process online first, and there's plenty of tech
for shopping that caters to that need. Essentially, gesture-tracking technology created a live catalog. Kohl's and
Target are two examples of retailers that offer live chat interfaces. There are still some human employees at
Amazon Go locations, but always less than 10 and sometimes only three for each shift. The Amazon Effect:
Amazon Go Stores and The Future of Retail Amazon made waves in tech-enhanced shopping by opening a
convenience store that doesn't require people to interact with workers at all. Then, people can get their
questions answered immediately, which could improve their overall brand impressions 4. Me-Ality
Size-Matching Station Every woman knows that jeans shopping can be frustrating, exhausting and often not
worth the effort. That's why MAC installed makeup mirrors that work with augmented reality AR to help
people try cosmetic shades before buying them.


